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his book provides a solid foundation in the fundamentals of programming in Interactive Data Language (IDL), an array-oriented data analysis and visualization environment developed and marketed by Research Systems, Incorporated (RSI) of Boulder, Colorado. IDL is available for Windows, MacOS, UNIX (including Linux), and VMS platforms.

The first version of IDL for VAX/VMS was released in 1981 by RSI founder David Stern. Since then, IDL has emerged from its roots in the astronomical and space sciences to become a widely used tool in research, educational, and commercial settings in areas as diverse as the earth sciences, medical physics, and engineering test and analysis. Examples of real-world tasks where IDL is used include analyzing and visualizing images from the Hubble Space Telescope; rendering threedimensional volumes of the human body from magnetic resonance imaging; and monitoring and controlling the plasma field of a nuclear fusion tokamak.
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Advanced Deep Learning with Keras: Apply deep learning techniques, autoencoders, GANs, variational autoencoders, deep reinforcement learning, policy gradients, and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to advanced deep learning techniques, including autoencoders, GANs, VAEs, and deep reinforcement learning that drive today's most impressive AI results

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the most advanced deep learning techniques that drive modern AI results
	...
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Network Management Know It All (Morgan Kaufmann Know It All)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book brings all of the elements of network management together in a single volume by the best and brightest experts in the field!     

       Network management refers to the activities, methods, procedures, and tools that pertain to the operation, administration, maintenance, and provisioning of networked systems, which includes...
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How to Do Everything with Your iPhoneMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get the most out of your iPhone by learning how to use all of its powerful capabilities. Filled with tips, tricks, and shortcuts, this book shows you how to set up your iPhone, make calls, manage voicemail, and load contacts. But that's just the beginning. You'll also learn how to send and receive email, look up turn-by-turn directions, listen to...
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Matrices and Matroids for Systems Analysis (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2009

	A matroid is an abstract mathematical structure that captures combinatorial properties of matrices. This book offers a unique introduction to matroid theory, emphasizing motivations from matrix theory and applications to systems analysis.

	This book serves also as a comprehensive presentation of the theory and application of mixed...
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Starting an Online Business All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance))For Dummies, 2017

	Start a successful online business—and be your own boss!


	Being an online entrepreneur means more than just building a website—and this book breaks down everything you need to know to be successful. Inside, you'll get plain-English explanations and easy-to-follow instruction on online business basics, legal...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Disaster Recovery and High AvailabilityApress, 2011

	I wrote this book to share what I have learned about high availability and disaster recovery for

	SharePoint at this point in time. It is certainly an interesting time. In the past 10 years, SharePoint has

	gone from a compiled application that just looked superficially like a web application into a more fully

	fledged cloud platform....
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